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APM offers patented
higher intelligence with
lasting integrity products

Request Boot
Samples

The APM HEXSEAL Patented
IQ Switch Sealing Boot is
designed for applications where it
is preferable to retain the original
switch's frontpanel mounting nut.
This version is made possible by
the incorporation of a newly
designed bonded concentric
mounting nut that features an
internal cavity configuration
allowing the integral
CONCENTRONUT to sit on and wrap itself around the
existing original switch front panel nut. This enables the two
nuts to work in concert when tightened. The IQ Switch Sealing
Boot mounting design permits an easy and speedy retrofit, or
new OEM installation.

The use of the IQ Sealing
Boot prevents any switch
disturbance;

Request Fasteners

for example, the undesirable
rotation of the switch body and
possible stress on its connections.
No special tools or ORings,
washers or adhesives are required.
The IQ Switch Sealing Boot
design also features a patented
flange sealingrib that fully
contacts the frontpanel surface,
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creating a vacuumseal that protects the mounting hole from gas
or liquid seepage contamination. In addition to standard black or
gray, any color can be specified to match any panel or to define
a control function.

Watch All Videos

Download Literature

The Electronics Division
of APM Hexseal can
answer your custom
questions.

APM Hexseal develops and
manufactures environmental
protection sealing components for
controls that are mounted on
switches, potentiometers,
encoders, and circuit breakers.
Using advanced elastomer molding
technology, a broad range of sealing boots are produced to
match most control manufactures standard part numbers. Most
are IP66/68 ingress protection rated and UL Recognized as
meeting applicable Canadian and USA enclosure protection
standards.

Look for next week's newsletter to learn more
about APM Hexseal's sealing solutions!

Toll Free:
8004989034
Email:
info@apmhexseal.com
Download Catalogs
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